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NEWS
ENERCON commissions sanding 
robot in rotor blade production

ENERCON is now using sanding robots at its 

rotor blade production plants in Magdeburg and 

Aurich. The machines are being used in the 

blade finishing department and are programmed 

to sand the blade surface fully automatically – a 

task which up until now was being done by hand. 

Now, with the sanding robot, ENERCON is saving 

time and material costs in rotor blade production 

Sanding robot at 
ENERCON E-82  
rotor blade produc-
tion in Aurich.

First blade sets from Haren pro-
duction plant delivered by barge

Rotor blade production was launched at the 

Haren plant mid 2012, but until July this year 

the blades sets had only been delivered by truck. 

Late July, however, the factory in Haren shipped 

its first blade set via barge.

At the Eurohafen adjacent to Aero Ems GmbH, 

the E-101 blades were loaded onto a ship  

Rides on train pulled by Series 41 steam locomotive, at e.g.o.o. anniversary.
Figure right: First e.g.o.o. trip to Jade-Weser-Port.

ENERCON rail company e.g.o.o. 
celebrates five-year anniversary

ENERCON’s rail company, Eisenbahngesellschaft 

Ostfriesland-Oldenburg (e.g.o.o.) mbH marked 

its five year anniversary with an open house. 

On the days of the jubilee celebration (21-22 

September), visitors could take a ride along the 

revived rail line between Aurich and Emden on a 

chartered passenger train. As a special highlight, 

trips with historical rail cars pulled by a steam 

locomotive built in 1939 were also offered. 

This was quite a sight, as the tracks between 

Aurich and Emden are generally only used by 

the e.g.o.o. to transport goods for ENERCON and 

other companies in East Frisia.

At the loading station (end of line in Aurich-

Tannenhausen), interested visitors had the 

opportunity to ask questions and find out more 

about ENERCON’s own rail company. Many visi-

tors inquired about plans to extend services. The 

intention is to widen the space along the track 

to enable transporting wider turbine components 

e.g. machine houses and generators as well as 

adding passenger transportation.

Speakers at the ceremony, praised ENERCON 

founder Aloys Wobben for his perceptive decision 

to use rail transport and emphasized the benefits 

of the reactivated rail line for the local economy 

and in relieving traffic congestion. Without Mr 

Wobben’s support, the track would not have 

been reactivated in 2008. In the meantime, the 

train line has become a model for other regions 

around the state, confirmed Carla Eickmann, 

while relieving employees of physical strain.

These sanding robots are a first in the wind ener-

gy industry and ENERCON is pioneering their use 

in rotor blade production. The fully automated 

sanding process is specially programmed for the 

respective blade type. While the robot runs along 

the rotor blade contour, the unfinished com-

ponent is sanded by means of a rotating roller. 

Compared to manual sanding, processing time is 

reduced by 80% and the quality of the finished 

surface is even better than with manual sanding 

because the procedure remains constant.

To start with, ENERCON will be using the sanding 

robots for E-82 rotor blades followed by other 

ENERCON rotor blade types once the test phase 

has been completed in Aurich and Magdeburg. 

After that, more of these machines are scheduled 

to be deployed at other ENERCON rotor blade 

production facilities. «These robots are a major 

step towards further automating rotor blade 

production while continuing to improve the quality 

of the finished product,» says Jost Backhaus, 

Managing Director of rotor blade production at 

ENERCON.

Loading of E-101 rotor blade onto ship at Eurohafen in Haren.

ENERCON presents E-44/200kW 
for export market

Early November, ENERCON presented the 

E-44/200 kW turbine at the «Key Wind» wind 

energy fair in Rimini, Italy. The new turbine series 

is specially designed for export markets where 

the tariff system prioritises wind turbines in the 

lower rated-power range.

Italy is one of the countries where the state has 

set up incentive schemes for the installation 

of smaller and stand-alone wind turbines – 

especially for farmers. According to Thomas 

Barkmann, ENERCON’s Regional Sales Manager 

for Italy, Spain and Portugal, 200 projects with 

the 200 KW machines were awarded during two 

auctions. Further auctions are scheduled.

The advantages of the new ENERCON series is 

the high number of full load hours and the tried 

and trusted technology whose direct drive and 

feed-in systems provide the machine with the ne-

cessary prerequisites to meet various internatio-

nal grid codes. Other advantages are ENERCON’s 

extensive experience, the decentralised Service 

structure in many export markets as well as 

ENERCON’s leading edge full-maintenance con-

tract – EPK, also available to operators/owners of 

individual turbines.

Deputy Director of the Department of Transporta-

tion in Lower Saxony’s Ministry of the Economy. 

She ensured that the State of Lower Saxony 

would back the company’s plans to increase the 

load dimensions and add local passenger rail 

transport.

The e.g.o.o. has been supporting the ENERCON 

Group with the transportation of wind turbine 

components since 2007. Not only has e.g.o.o. 

taken over a good portion of supply transport 

and transport between ENERCON factories, but 

also started providing their services to other 

companies as of last year. e.g.o.o. has six of its 

own locomotives, two shunters and 350 cars 

of various types. Its annual transport volume is 

approximately 1.2 million tonnes and roughly 

250 million tonne-kilometres.

Picture: Jade-Weser-Port

destined to travel down the Ems River to the 

overseas harbour in Emden. At ENERCON’s 

export quay in Emden, they were then transfer-

red to a seagoing vessel along with other wind 

turbine components bound for installation in 

Romania.

In future, regular barge transports of the 

E-101 blades are scheduled to convey them 

to the overseas harbour – saving time and 

money.
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ENERCON expands Sales offices 
in Northern Europe

ENERCON is currently expanding its sales team 

for the Northern Europe region. Space for addi-

tional staff is being made in Dublin, Ireland and 

Edinburgh, Scotland.

In Dublin, the number of employees has been 

doubled to 16. Along with the Sales Department, 

staff from Site Assessment and Project Manage-

ment will be working there. In Edinburgh as well, 

the number of workstations has been upped to 

more than 50 to accommodate new staff which 

is expected to be hired within the next two years.
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Independent power supply with 
wind turbines in Burgenland

Burgenland has reached its energy transition 

target. The Austrian state is now producing 

enough energy from wind energy, biomass, and 

photovoltaic panels that they are able to cover 

their entire power demand with renewables. 

«Europe-wide, we are definitely ahead of the 

game,» says Governor, Hans Niessel at «Energy 

change day» on 13 September in Gols. The 

event in Burgenland marked the region’s 

calculated independence from fossil fuels for the 

production of electricity.

Wind energy makes up 93.1% of the region’s 

power supply source. More than 320 wind 

turbines are currently producing environmentally-

friendly electricity – the majority of these are 

ENERCON machines. With more than 70 per 

cent of the market share, ENERCON holds the 

top position on the Burgenland market. Europe’s 

largest onshore wind farms, currently under 

construction in Andau and Halbturn in Burgen-

ENERCON organises workshop 
for grid operators in thailand

land, are also being built up with ENERCON wind 

turbines. At both sites, ENERCON is installing a 

total of 90 E-101/3 MW machines.

ENERCON’s relation with Burgenland already 

dates back to the 90s when the region’s first 

wind farm was installed in 1997 with  

ENERCON machines. Back then, ENERCON in-

stalled E-40/500 kW machines (the first gearless 

ENERCON wind energy converters) at Zurndorf.

ENERCON’s first production site in Austria is also 

located in Zurndorf. In February 2013, ENERCON 

launched production at their precast concrete 

tower plant which is producing towers for  

ENERCON wind projects throughout Austria, 

southern Germany, and Eastern Europe.

Due to the energy transition, ENERCON is now 

one of the major creators of new jobs in Bur-

genland. In the plant in Zurndorf alone, 200 new 

jobs were created. And additional jobs have been 

created at the Service station in Neusiedl.

Pleased with Burgenland’s power supply independence (from left): National counsellor – Erwin Preiner, 
ENERCON Managing Director – Hans-Dieter Kettwig, Member of Parliament and Zurndorf’s mayor – Wer-
ner Friedl, mayor of Gols – Hans Schrammel, Governor Hans Niessl, univ. prof. Wolfgang Kromp, Violinist 
Toni Stricker, Managing Director Regionalmanagement Burgenland GmbH – Harald Horvath and Head of 
ENERCON Logistic – Mathias Moser.

«How ENERCON wind energy converters can 

be integrated into power supply systems» was 

the key topic at a workshop ENERCON recently 

organised for the Thai transport grid operator, 

EGAT (Electricity Generating Authority of Thai-

land). Roughly 30 grid planners and electrical 

engineers involved in the development and 

application of the Thai grid code participated in 

the event. Also on the agenda was an overview 

presentation of ENERCON’s latest wind turbine 

technology, wind farm management systems 

and mathematical models.

The response to the event was extremely posi-

tive. «Feedback from participants was great and 

I think that the Thai grid operator recognizes 

ENERCON as a supplier of excellent and reliable 

technologies,» says Tirinya Cheumchit  

(ENERCON Sales – Grid Integration Depart-

ment), who organized the workshop.

ENERCON railway delivers sheet-
metal coils to stamping plant

Production material for the stamping plant in 

Aurich, Germany, is now being delivered by 

environmentally-friendly rail transport. Every 

week, the ENERCON-owned rail company, 

e.g.o.o. mbH, hauls sheetmetal coils for the 

production of electroplates in ENERCON annular 

generators from the supplier, ThyssenKrupp in 

Bochum, Germany, to the stamping plant on the 

Industrial Estate North in Aurich. Each steel coil 

weighs up to 19 tons and the train is equipped 

with 10 special coil cars to protect the material 

from damage and humidity. Each trainload can 

carry up to 560 tons of sheetmetal coils.

Approximately 50,000 tons of electroplates are 

produced at Stanztechnologie Aurich (STA) every 

year and before transport was switched to rail 

transport, the raw material was being delivered 

to the plant by truck. However, since a truck can 

only carry 24 tons, roughly 2,200 truck trips 

were made per year. «These truck trips are no 

longer necessary which means considerably less 

road traffic and less of a burden on the environ-

ment,» says Thijs Schless, team leader of the 

Materials and Procurement Logistics Department 

at ENERCON Logistic GmbH. ENERCON soon 

intends to switch other transports for STA from 

trucks to rail cars.

Since STA does not yet have its own track, the 

coils are currently being offloaded at the tracks 

on the Elektric Schaltanlagenfertigung premises 

(neighbouring factory) and then moved over to 

STA by means of ENERCON-owned transport 

vehicles. For this purpose, ENERCON has set up 

a new logistics facility over the rails at the end 

station at Elektric to be able to unload the coils 

even during bad weather conditions.

A 33 ton forklift truck, for which ENERCON had a 

special coil carrier attachment manufactured, lifts 

the coils off the rail cars into the coil containers 

waiting on an eight-axle trailer. A RoRo towing 

tractor then hauls the trailer over to STA where 

the coils are offloaded in the materials warehouse 

by crane. The coil containers based on conven-

tional 20-foot open sided sea containers were 

customized by ENERCON. In addition to being 

able to open the side panels, the roof panels 

can also be removed so the crane grapple can 

unload the coils from overhead.

Arrival of coils at ENERCON in Aurich. e.g.o.o. uses specially 
designed rail cars to transport sheetmetal coils.

Figure right: Transferring coils with forklift.
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ENERCON breaks 1,000 mark  
in Canada and France

ENERCON has surpassed the 1,000 mark 

in both Canada and France. In Canada, an 

aggregate installed capacity of 1,000 MW was 

reached and in France, ENERCON is now the 

first manufacturer to have installed 1,000 wind 

turbines in the country.

In Canada, the significant mark of 1,000 MW 

was reached at the Seigneurie de Beaupré Wind 

Farm (126 x E-82/E-70). Service stations, buil-

ding sites, and office and production sites alike 

celebrated the momentous occasion.

In France, the 1,000th turbine was installed in 

Buigny-lès-Gamaches (Picardy). This now brings 

ENERCON’s overall installed capacity in France 

up to 1,900 MW. So far, no other wind turbine 

manufacturer has achieved a comparable mark 

in France.
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ENERCON foundry ISO 9001  
and ISO 14001 certified

ENERCON’s foundry, Gusszentrum Ostfriesland 

(GZO) in Georgsheil, is now ISO certified. At the 

end of July, Germanischer Lloyd issued GZO the 

two certificates according to ISO 9001 (Quality 

management) and ISO 14001 (Environmental 

management).

These certificates are an assurance that GZO 

fulfils all the standards required for quality and 

environmental management. They also certify 

that the company is constantly assessing and 

improving its internal procedures and production 

processes to increase efficiency and streamline 

work flow.

In a market where production firms are obliged 

to constantly develop their production strategies 

and prove the reliability and traceability of their 

processes and procedures, certification is an 

important argument for ENERCON with respect to 

its customers.



considerable resident participation.

a total of 29 MW of renewable energy are to be installed in the 

Bioenergiepark: seven wind turbines (ENERCON E-101/3 MW), 

two biogas plants, one compost plant using a dry fermentation 

process and a field of photovoltaic solar power panels making 

optimal use of the available surface. the Bioenergiepark is a ma-

jor building block in the community’s renewable energy targets. 

By the year 2030, at the latest, the 7,100-resident community 

wants to have switched their power supply entirely to renewa-

bles. and they’re on the right track towards achieving this goal 

− sooner than expected.

100% renewables by 2030

the seven ENERCON E-101/3 MW turbines are major com-

ponents in this scheme. With 21 MW, the wind turbines make 

up 72% of the Bioenergiepark’s installed capacity. this is the 

first time ENERCON has erected these turbines – in North 

Rhine-Westphalia – on 149 m towers greatly increasing the 

yield forecast for the inland site. Each wind energy converter is 

Cover

Several years ago, residents near the 90-hectare property in 

the county of Steinfurt (North Rhine-Westphalia) would surely 

not have imagined having Bioenergiepark Saerbeck – a model 

renewable energy project – in their vicinity. Before the communi-

ty of Saerbeck bought the area to develop a renewable energies 

project made up of wind, solar and biomass, the property was 

a Bundeswehr ammunition depot. Olive green and not forest 

green was the dominating colour. No citizens’ protest were able 

to change anything about the depot. Photovoltaic panels on 

bunker roofs or peacefully rotating wind turbines on the terrain 

were totally inconceivable. However, when the area was no 

longer needed for military purposes and was put up for sale, the 

community snatched up the opportunity and began to turn its 

Bioenergiepark plans into deeds – with great acceptance and 

E-101 installation at Bioenergiepark Saerbeck.

Inland wind energy

Model project at former ammunition depot

ENERCON installs seven E-101/3 MW 
machines at Bioenergiepark Saerbeck. Tur-
bines intended to contribute to community’s 
switchover to renewable power supply.
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expected to generate an annual output of 6.3 million kilowatt 

hours. this is sufficient energy to supply 7000 households with 

green power for one year. For the 7,100-resident community, this 

is more than sufficient. Depending on the weather, the amount of 

wind power may fluctuate, however, this will be compensated by 

the remaining renewable energy sources in the Bioenergiepark. 

Several other factors were also taken into account. For example, 

in order to be able to offer a continuous supply of green energy, 

the project includes a storage system which is to be implemen-

ted at a later stage.

Residents were also able to participate in the project. One of 

the wind turbines, for example, is entirely community-owned. 

the machine is being operated by the citizens’ cooperative 

«Energie für Saerbeck». another turbine is being operated by the 

community waste disposal company, Entsorgungsgesellschaft 

Steinfurt mbH (EGSt), and another turbine belongs to the town. 

a further wind turbine was financed by investors from the local 

8

savings bank and the remaining three turbines belong to regional 

enterprises.

«Bioenergiepark Saerbeck is an outstanding example of intel-

ligent exploitation of a former military terrain using renewable 

energies,» says ENERCON Sales Director, Stefan lütkemeyer. 

Bioenergiepark Saerbeck is also a trailblazer as far as develo-

ping inland wind power locations is concerned. «the model of 

the Saerbeck project could also be employed for wind energy 

at other former military sites around Germany. these former 

military zones are virtually predestined for this type of project», 

says lütkemeyer. «also, the project is a perfect model as far as 

the synergy of different types of renewable energy generation 

systems is concerned. It demonstrates on a small scale what 

renewable energies are capable of achieving in the near future 

if properly implemented on a country-wide scale – guaranteeing 

a renewable power supply with a significant portion of onshore 

wind energy at favourable conditions.»

Bioenergiepark Saerbeck with 7x ENERCON E-101 turbines.



hour of power consumed (customer price as of 2014), the pure 

funding costs for the renewable energy systems – 2.34 cents 

per kilowatt hour – do not even make up half the cost. Schütz 

is certain that a new equalisation mechanism could help make 

the costs for the transformation of the energy system more 

transparent.

an examination of a new equalisation mechanism was one of 

ENERCON’s key resolves in the «Kleine Energierunde». all in 

all, ENERCON Managing Director, Hans-Dieter Kettwig, con-

siders the results as positive. «Of course we, as wind turbine 

manufacturers, would like to see more ambitious targets set, 

less emphasis put on the costs of the energy transition and 

more focus on the benefits of this change. However, repre-

sentatives of the conventional power industry still have to 

jump over their shadow.» the paper clearly indicated where 

the current consensus lies and where further discussion is 

necessary.

directly on systematic development of renewable energies and 

increasing the efficiency of the energy system. In order to raise 

the necessary investment funds, the EEG (Renewable Energy 

Sources act) has to provide reliability and investment security 

with solid framework conditions including comprehensive provi-

sions to safeguard existing investments.»

Furthermore, the «Kleine Energierunde» is committed to drasti-

cally reducing carbon dioxide emissions in line with the objective 

of maintaining power supply security at affordable prices. the 

circle is therefore pushing for a fundamental reform of the 

European CO
2 certificate trading. the number of CO2 certificates 

should be reduced and possibly other national measures such as 

minimum CO
2 prices checked. Cornelia Ziehm from the Deutsche 

Umwelthilfe (German Environmental aid) is pleased about E.ON 

Germany’s co-authorship on the paper. So far, she has never 

heard such a clear statement coming from an energy provider. 

Other demands made by the «Kleine Energierunde» pertain to 

energy efficiency and the heating market as well as how to 

speed up grid expansion.

the signees are not just satisfied with letting politics know 

their wishes and desires, but also have proposals available 

for lowering consumer costs within the context of the energy 

transition. One of these is to limit the exemption of high energy 

consumption industries to pay the EEG apportionment to an 

amount where they would still remain competitive in internati-

onal markets. at the presentation of the paper, Prime Minister 

Weil added that his state government’s view of cost reduction 

is already evident. another proposal is to reduce electricity 

tax by 25%. this is already the percentage of renewables in 

today’s electricity market.

Paper reflects current consensus

the «Kleine Energierunde» advises examining a new financing 

and equalisation mechanism which is not based on the incre-

mental costs of fossil fuel power plants. the out-going presi-

dent of the BEE (German Renewable Energies association) and 

former Member of Parliament, Dieter Schütz, believes that this 

is exactly what could liberate renewables. the EEG surcharge 

as it stands today has not been a valid price tag for renewable 

energies for some time now. Out of the 6.24 cents per kilowatt 
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On time for the beginning of coalition negotiations, representati-

ves from lower Saxony’s power industry, science and environ-

mental associations laid out the key points for a future energy 

policy. the «Kleine Energierunde» (little energy circle) was 

initiated by Prime Minister, Stephan Weil and Minister of the En-

vironment, Stefan Wenzel. Both politicians were pleased that an 

association of this kind was able to agree on common proposals 

for the future of power supply systems.

Weil and Wenzel are confident that if it is possible to accomplish 

this in Hanover, it should also be achievable in Berlin. During the 

course of the year, Federal Minister of the Environment, Peter 

Association in Lower Saxony makes reform proposals 

Representatives from energy sector, grid  
operators, science, politics and industry work 
out position paper on power supply.  
ENERCON part of group.

altmaier had tried in vain to reach a consensus amongst the 

various business groups in order to prevent further increases in 

electricity prices. the debate on the so-called power price curb 

led to considerable uncertainty among investors, financiers, and 

operators of renewable energy systems as substantial cuts in 

funding for renewable energies were planned.

When the paper was presented in Berlin, ENERCON Managing 

Director, Hans-Dieter Kettwig, also a member of the «Kleine 

Energierunde», emphasised just how important planning 

security and reliability are when it comes to the development 

of renewable energies. this was also reflected in the common 

recommendations for action. It was gratifying to see that both 

representatives of the conventional and renewable energy 

industry are in favour of reaching the targets set for the 

development of renewables and are demanding appropriate 

investment security.

the document states: «achieving the energy transition depends 

Promoting renewable energies

Backbone of power supply: The «Kleine Energierunde» calls for further development of renewable energies to promote success of energy transition.

Politics

Presentation of the position paper (back row f.r.): Lower Saxony’s Prime Minister 
Stephan Weil and Minister of the Environment Stefan Wenzel. Front row f.r.:  
ENERCON Managing Director Hans-Dieter Kettwig, Ingo Luge (E.ON),  
Lex Hartmann (TenneT TSO), Cornelia Ziehm (DUH).

Picture: landesvertretung Niedersachsen



vehicles, also the rotor blades had to be moved onto special 

trailers with steerable rear axles and flexible overhang for the 

last kilometre. «the axle distances are shorter on these trailers 

and they are easier to manoeuvre, which is an advantage when 

going around the bend,» explains Vente.

to transport the blades up to the «Plateau» at the end of august 

(the critical part) the community agreed to do this in an evening 

timeframe during which the police closed off traffic to other 

vehicles on the l186. With a police escort and other security 

vehicles, the convoy slowly crept up the hill towards the site. the 

truck drivers had to inch their way through villages and around 

narrow curves. «In some places we only had five centimetres 

leeway,» says Holger Vente. In the end, though, the vehicles 

and cargo reached the site safe and sound shortly after 11 p.m. 

Compared to the task of getting these components up the hill, 

installing the machine was a routine job.

Practice

Considerable potential for wind energy is still available at inland 

locations. Equipped with the appropriate machines set on higher 

towers, annual yield at many inland sites is tantamount to yield 

achieved at coastal sites. Yield at sites in the Central German 

Uplands is especially profitable and are thus becoming more 

interesting for the development of wind energy projects. From a 

logistics point of view, though, these sites are not without chal-

lenges. thanks to ENERCON’s logistics expertise, however, the 

company was well-prepared for the St. Peter project in Baden-

Württemberg. at the site in the Black Forest highlands, ENERCON 

installed two E-101/3 MW machines on 135 metre towers for 

Ökostromgruppe Freiburg.

St. Peter belongs to the Breisgau Black Forest highland region 

and is situated approx. 20 km east of Freiburg. the two E-101 

turbines are located at a site called «the Plateau», approx. 

Logistics expertise for challenging sites

Lucrative sites in Central German Uplands 
in focus for development of onshore wind 
energy. ENERCON well-armed to meet the 
logistics challenge.

1,045 metres above sea level on the «Kandel», the highest 

mountain in the region. this plateau is only accessible via the 

l186 road which winds up through the Glottertal valley in tight 

hairpin curves.

Site only accessible via serpentine road

So that the heavy transport vehicles could manoeuvre the steel 

sections and rotor blades around the bends, some areas of the 

road had to be widened, explains ENERCON project manager, 

Holger Vente. at one point, a particularly tight bend had to be 

«broken through» for rotor blade transport and a new gravel road 

was constructed straight through the forest. this enabled the 

vehicles with the blades to get through the bottleneck without 

any difficulties. «We wouldn’t have been able to make it around 

the hairpin curve with the 48-metre long rotor blades,» says 

Holger Vente.

another hurdle the transportation planers had to overcome was 

that the steel sections had to be delivered ahead of schedule due 

to construction on the road leading to the site. On top of that, 

the sections had to be switched to shorter vehicles along the 

way. Not only the tower sections had to be transferred to other 

Inland wind energy/logistics

Rotor blade convoy: One year of meticulous planning for blade transport to St. Peter site.
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«We had an excellent team and the transportation procedure 

was carefully prepared,» summarises Vente. «For over a year, 

we meticulously planned every minute detail of the transport.» 

that was the winning recipe – together with ENERCON’s 

extensive experience and great coordination between all other 

parties involved, everything turned out as planned. Route 

inspections and road modifications were closely coordinated 

with the authorities, the police and the haulage company which 

facilitated the task. «Everything went extremely well,» applauds 

Holger Vente. after the positive experience with the St. Peter 

project, he is confident that further projects at similar sites in 

the south will run just as smoothly: «We are well-prepared for 

challenging locations.»

Transferring components en route (image left/top). Convoy with rotor blades 
inches its way through village at snail's pace (image left/below).  
Figure right: Mounting turbine at wind farm.



the rotor blade is destined for one of the four E-101 turbines 

(135 metre hub height) which ENERCON is installing near Grei-

fenstein in the Westerwald region (Hesse). On two weekends in 

October, south of the village of Waldernbach, the blades were 

transferred from the trucks to a specially designed alpine trans-

port device by Goldhofer. the device supporting the blade was 

mounted on a self-propelled transport vehicle from the haulage 

company Bender who then manoeuvred the oversized load up 

to the construction site.

Cost-effective transportation option

the reason for using the special equipment was a double-

S curve in the town which would have been impossible to 

manoeuvre with standard rotor blade trailers. «Moving the 

Self-propelled transporter with E-101 
rotor blade on Alpine transport device.

Practice

blades with the self-propelled transport vehicle was more cost-

effective for us than taking an alternate route which would have 

had to be considerably modified,» explains ENERCON project 

manager, Marco Richter.

this was the first transport of an E-101 rotor blade using an 

alpine transport device. ENERCON logistics experts were able 

to benefit from experience gained at a site in Switzerland 

(E-70 at Griessee) and North Rhine-Westphalia (E-82 at site in 

Borgholzhausen) where this means of transport had already 

been used. according to Marco Richter: «For sites such as this – 

with difficult access – the alpine transport frame was the most 

efficient solution we could choose after meticulously inspecting 

the route.»
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Inland wind energy/special transport

First E-101 blade on 
Alpine transport device

Residents are awed by the sight of the specially conceived self-

propelled transporter as it slowly advances through their town 

carrying its unusual load. Standing on the multi-axle heavy-duty 

transporter, the 48.6-metre long rotor blade is nearly upright – 

like a huge knife blade. as the vehicle slowly disappears around 

the bend, the red-lacquered blade tip continues to jut out over 

the roof tops for quite a while.

ENERCON installs four E-101 turbines for 
Knoten project near Greifenstein in Wester-
wald (Hesse). Special equipment used to 
transport rotor blades to construction site.

E-101 blade transport.
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Integrating storage solutions in electrical energy networks with 

a high percentage of renewable energy sources, especially wind 

turbines, is one of today’s major challenges. Storage systems 

are intended to provide more constant and reliable wind power 

and, at the same time, contribute to securing a more stable grid. 

the idea of storage systems is to retain surplus power during 

full load phases when the grid can no longer absorb any more 

wind power. When the wind is calm and the electricity demand is 

higher than the current power generation the stored energy can 

then be fed into the power network. Storage projects are also a 

growing prospect in Canada and ENERCON recently installed an 

E-53 turbine for a state-supported battery storage pilot project 

near the city of Regina in the province of Saskatchewan.

Project with research nature

according to operator sources, the research project initiated by 

the Cowessess First Nation is the first to combine a wind turbine 

with a lithium-ion battery storage system. the aim is to demons-

trate the reliability and durability of a wind power/storage system 

which enables regular and predictable power feed from wind. 

Furthermore, the operators intend to use this project to develop 

E-53 storage system project installed
ENERCON in Canada

ENERCON provides 800 kW wind turbine 
combined with 740 kWh battery storage for 
Cowessess First Nation renewable energy 
pilot project in Canada.

a storage system which can be used at other First Nation sites 

– both with a connection to the grid as well as a stand alone 

solution for remote regions where no grid connection is available 

as is the case at many First Nation reserves in Canada. Saving 

CO
2 emissions and reducing power generation costs are two  

additional criteria of the pilot project.

the E-53/800 kW turbine (73 m hub height) in Regina is 

combined with a 400 kW lithium-ion battery storage system 

by Saft and the battery capacity is 740 kWh. according to the 

operator, it can reduce wind power feed variability by up to 

70%. Furthermore, it allows for very short response time to load 

variations. Because of this, the owners are expecting an annual 

yield of approx. 2.5 million kWh. this is enough to provide 125 

households with clean energy for an entire year. In addition to 

the E-53 turbine, ENERCON also supplied the foundation and the 

SCaDa system.

this project has a research aspect for ENERCON as well, says 

Markus Fischer from the ENERCON Sales – Grid Integration 

department. the objective of current wind energy projects 

with storage systems is to evaluate the various storage 

solutions from both a technical and economic point of view. 

«However, before widespread commercialisation of storage 

system components gains acceptance, we will need clear 

market mechanisms in order to create incentives for their inte-

gration,» explains Markus Fischer. «Otherwise, operator/owners 

won’t have a reason to invest more money and purchase sup-

plementary equipment.»

Installation in snow: ENERCON E-53 
at site in Regina/Saskatchewan with 
battery storage station (top picture).
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First commercial 
wind farm with E-92

ENERCON in Portugal

ENERCON installs 17 turbines of the new 
E-92/2.3 MW series at Prados site for 
ENEOP. Assembly time shorter due to new 
blade design.

the first commercial wind energy project with ENERCON’s new 

E-92/2.3 MW series is now online. at the Prados site in northeast 

Portugal, ENERCON has just completed installing 17x Wind Class 

IIa turbines for its customer ENEOP – a consortium made up of 

EDP, Enel Green Power, Generg and ENERCON. the machines 

were installed on precast concrete towers with a hub height of 

85 metres. Generators, rotor blades, E-modules and tower seg-

ments were all produced at ENERCON’s Portuguese production 

site in Viano do Castelo and the machine houses were supplied 

by the production facilities in aurich, Germany.

Installation time saving

With the new design, blade installation has been greatly facilitated. 

Due to its streamlined profile, the typical trailing edge section on 

ENERCON rotor blades (the so-called spoiler) is now assembled 

with the blade at the production factory and no longer at the buil-

ding site which save a half day of installation time on each turbine.

Originally, the project was planned with ENERCON E-82 turbines, 

but due to the expected increase in yield, especially in low wind 

periods, the project was upgraded to the more efficient E-92 

machines. an annual yield of approx. 98 million kilowatt hours is 

expected to be generated.

ENERCON E-92 at site in Prados/Portugal.
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Construction was launched in December 2012 starting with the 

access roads, crane platforms and foundations and first turbine 

components were then delivered to the site at the end of June 

2013 followed by assembly and installation.

«the customer had given us a very tight construction schedule, 

but we managed to get everything done as planned,» reports 

ENERCON project manager, Kay akanbi. Great project organisa-

tion, outstanding coordination between ENERCON departments 

and the customer as well as excellent cooperation with the vari-

ous service providers were an enormous plus. according to Kay 

ankabi, all 29 machines are expected to be online in compliance 

with the United Kingdom’s strict Grid Code specifications by early 

2014. at the beginning of the project, ENERCON also installed six 

wind masts, four of which were temporary and two of which will 

remain on site as part of a measurement campaign.

Exemplary development project

«this is an exemplary project for ENERCON’s development in 

Scotland,» says Henri Joppien, ENERCON Sales Manager for 
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Largest ENERCON wind farm installed in Scotland
ENERCON in Scotland

Total of 29x E-70/2.3 MW turbines installed 
at Berry Burn site approx. 100 km east of 
Inverness. Wind farm expected to generate 
roughly 182 million kWh annually.

With the Berry Burn wind project, ENERCON has set yet another 

milestone in its success in the Scottish market. the wind farm 

comprises 29x E-70/2.3 MW turbines and with an aggregate ra-

ted power of 66.7 MW is ENERCON’s largest wind energy project 

in Scotland to date. the Berry Burn wind farm was installed for 

Catamount Energy ltd. a subsidiary of the Norwegian company, 

Statkraft and is situated near the town of Forres in northern 

Scotland approximately 100 km east of Inverness.

Due to excellent wind conditions, Wind Class Ia, IIa and S 

turbines were installed on steel towers with a hub height of 

57 and 64 metres. the annual yield per turbine is estimated at 

roughly 6 million kilowatt hours (kWh) meaning that the entire 

wind farm is expected to generate up to 182 million kWh.

Turbine assembly at  
Berry Burn wind farm.
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ENERCON
Fairs
Wind Expo 2014
(Tokyo/Japan)
International wind energy fair & conference
26 - 28 February 2014
www.windexpo.jp/en/

EWEA 2014
(Barcelona/Spain)
European wind energy fair
10 - 13 March 2014
www.ewea.org/annual2014/

Hannover Messe 2014
(Hanover/Germany)
International wind energy fair
7 - 11 April 2014
www.hannovermesse.de

All Energy Canada 2014
(Toronto/Canada)
Canadian wind energy fair
9 - 10 April 2014
www.all-energy.ca

All Energy UK 2014
(Aberdeen/UK)
National Wind energy fair
21 - 22 May 2014
www.all-energy.co.uk

Renexpo 2014
(Augsburg/Germany)
International energy fair and conference
9 - 12 October 2014
www.renexpo.de

CanWEA 2014
(Montreal/Canada)
Annual wind energy fair
27 - 30 October 2014
www.canwea.ca

Agritechnica 2014
(Hanover/Germany)
International exhibition for agricultural machinery and equipment
12 - 16 November 2014
www.agritechnica.de

Great Britain. «It is a good indicator that the optimised project 

management measures were a step in the right direction. this 

definitely had a positive effect on the entire project.» 

For ENERCON, business in Great Britain has been constantly 

growing. In 2013 alone, ENERCON will have installed 101 wind 

turbines on the island by the end of the year with an installed 

rated capacity of 137 MW. Counting the previously installed wind 

turbines, ENERCON will have erected a total of 488 turbines by 

the end of 2013 – an aggregate capacity of 617 MW. While pro-

jects such as Berry Burn are being installed, ENERCON has con-

tinued to expand its Service network in Great Britain with new 

job opportunities. In Berry Burn alone, ENERCON has created four 

more local jobs.

Installation of E-70 at Berry Burn.
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